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There are three significant ways that EBI and eLife have collaborated through xPub.
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Maximizing reuse of research

- Europe PMC is an open community platform
- Specialist scientific knowledge allows rich services and community engagement
- European science context
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- Over 90% from journals
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  - Accepted manuscripts
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eLife is a non-profit organisation inspired by research funders and led by scientists
Helping scientists accelerate discovery by operating a platform for research communication that encourages and recognises the most responsible behaviours in science.
Everything we produce is free, open source software using a permissive MIT license or as CC-BY
The xPub Community
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Automate submission and peer review

xPub, a submission and peer review platform from eLife: https://github.com/elifesciences/elife-xpub/
Automate authoring, proofing and editing

Texture, a toolset designed for the production of scientific content:
https://github.com/substance/texture
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RFC: Community and Code Basics #2

**Problem**

We need to define some basic processes and conventions early so that engagement in the community and code is easier. We have learned a lot from helping people reuse software at eLife but also from our work with Hindawi, YLD, ThingSlices and the Colbo Foundation on our other products. We propose the following as a starting point based on the output of a team session here at eLife. Feedback welcomed.

**Suggestion**

**Basics**

- **Libero** is the name of the platform of applications, tools and services
- Individual components, applications, tools and services will have their own name that is descriptive and relevant to the solution they are providing
- The name [continue] is no longer in use
- Libero and some eLife specific applications power eLife’s Journal
- Libero will be composed of parts of the existing system that powers eLife’s Journal along with new components and changed versions of those existing components
- Libero is a suite of defined interfaces, libraries and applications. The applications are built from the set of interfaces, libraries and applications.
Context

In a service-based architecture, each service needs to update its data by importing it from another service.

A many-to-many mesh of remote calls can quickly create a tight network of dependencies between services. Services should be able to be isolated from each other for ease of testing and experimentation.

Portability across cloud providers and hosting services, and easy of deployment, are key concerns for any middleware used by services to communicate.

Standards like the AMQP 0.9.1 specification or abstraction layer libraries do not fully provide reliable delivery from the producer to the consumer.

Decision

Setup a bus delivering events produced by a service A to any other interested service B, C.

Use RabbitMQ and the following features:

- durable exchanges and queues (AMQP 0.9.1)
- persistent messages (AMQP 0.9.1)
- consumer acknowledgements (AMQP 0.9.1)
- producer confirms (RabbitMQ extension to the protocol)

Use the following libraries for the supported programming languages:

- PHP: amqplib
- Python: pika

For each supported programming language, build event bus SDKs wrapping the libraries and providing null or testing adapters.

Consequences

RabbitMQ is a dependency for most of the projects to produce or consume events, but it can be provided as a Docker container.
Adam Hyde - https://www.adamhyde.net/day-2-pubsweet-meet/
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